
Every once in a while a 
movie comes along that just 
moves your soul. It takes you 
to a utopia of moviedom 
(yes I made that word up) 
that just gives you a constant 
feeling of euphoria. Such ex-
citement from a film is rare 
indeed. However the movie 
that I’m about to review is 
not one of those movies. It 
is however an intriguing film.
 
Bruce Campbell is “The Man 
with the Screaming Brain”. 
Not only does Bruce star in 
this delicious film, he also 
wrote and directed it as 
well. It is a film about greed, 
betrayal, love, and murder. 
Though slated as a horror 
movie it really isn’t all that 
scary as it is comically ridicu-
lous. 
 
Brief Synopsis: William Cole 
is a rich business man who 
is the CEO of a drug cor-
poration. Whilst visiting Bul-
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More biased than MSNBC and Fox News 
combined! Holy carp!
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“The nice thing about egotists is 
that they don’t talk about other 
people.”
     -Lucille S. Harper

...see Das Fairy! on back

AILY
Rumor has it that at the beginning of 
each New Year, the New Year ’s Fairy 
goes around and tries to grant as many 

of these unachievable 
New Year’s resolution 
as he physically can. 
Armed with the aid of 
alcohol, drugs and sev-
eral metric tons of glitter 
and confetti, he flies 
about the United States 
to do his work. Starting 
from the East coast and 
heading West through 
the time zones, this 
wonderful figment of 
our dreams lowers our 
inhibitions and expec-
tations with his arsenal 
of toxic substances, so 
that we might actually 
be able to achieve our 
own resolutions. 

With a few too many 
shots here and there, one 

might be able to abuse their liver, find that 
‘special’ someone, and maybe even start 
to lose those 30 pounds after another 
few shots later in the night. When you 
have the New Year’s fairy on your side, 
anything is possible!

D
It may already be Week 2, but everyone 
still has New Year’s Resolutions they plan 
on keeping. The only issue with this is 

most of them are pretty unrealistic; lose 
30 pounds in a month, start eating healthy 
(non-dorm food basically), suddenly 
find your one true love, etc etc. The only 
one most people will probably keep at 
this school is “abuse my liver as much 
as physically possible without actually 
dying”. 

The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like rats with dicks *open arms* this big.
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By Bill Melcher - Daily Bull
People We Know Running in Snow

Ja, I am ze new years Fairy. I brind ze new years to 
all who are drunk. Ja~

By Olivia Zajac ~ Daily Bull

It’s been said that Tech students get really bored on winter Saturdays.  The 
handy old standbys of skiing, snowboarding, drinking, snowmobiling, sleep-
ing, doing homework, and going to Wal-Mart (or any combination of those) 
eventually wear out because you can only do so much of them, and they 
all consume a large portion of at least a day.

It’s also been said that we’ve got a screw loose.  I like to call it Textbook 
Induced Tourette Syndrome (TITS).  Since that’s not a real ailment, there’s 
been difficulty proving how off-kilter Tech students can get in the winter 
months.  BUT NOW *drum-roll* … it’s here.  Complacent with their usual 
Saturday activities, a group of people decided to do the most illogical thing 
I’ve ever seen: Run a 5k in the winter.  

I see people jogging in their fancy UnderArmor with iPod cords dangling 
about when it’s 10 degrees out and I think “natural selection”, but put to-
gether an entire 5k?  Blasphemy, right?  Nope, it’s really happening.  Locals 
will be standing by to drag frozen 
bodies out of the streets as they fall 
… we don’t ask what happens after 
that. I suspect they become part of 
the DT’s famous wings.  So if you’re 
bored tomorrow (Saturday, January 
22), come to the Super 8 at 10am 
and run/freeze your extremities off!  
Sponsored by EcoCar, hot food and 
free shit at the finish line. =)



Reports are always made on this elusive 
figure, but due to most people barely 
remembering how they rang in the 
New Year, no consistent description 
has been documented.  “He’s sort of 
like Santa Clause, but for adults and al-
coholics,” one midnight party-hopper 
reported.

Along with New Year ’s Resolutions 
came that whole Midnight Kiss. I don’t 
know if many of you know this, but it is 
said that whatever you are doing New 
Year’s at midnight, will be how you 
spend the rest of your year. The New 
Year’s Fairy tries his best to make sure 
everyone ends up spending at least 
part of their year in the same manner 
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garia with his wife Jackie he meets a 
Russian Cab driver named Yegor. As 
it turns out Yegor is an ex KGB who 
complains about how he was forced 
to become a cab driver after the fall 
of the Soviet Union. William, after 
seeing Yegor’s 
k n o w l e d g e 
of the local 
area, decides 
to hire him to 
help him get 
around the 
city while he 
is in the area. 
Cole also asks 
Yegor to take 
his wife to all 
the shopping 
districts while 

he conducts business. Jackie, cur-
rently unhappy in her marriage, ends 
up hooking up with Yegor.
 
While all this is happening, a mad 
doctor, Ivanov and his assistant Pavel 
have developed a drug that allows 
cells from different people to work 
together harmoniously. Upon having 
heard of William being in the city he 
decides to see if he can get his dis-
covery endorsed.

After both being killed by a gypsy 
named Tatoya, Cole and Yegor are 
revived by Dr. Ivanov. However, Cole 
is no longer just himself; due to the 
brain injury he received the doctor 
combined his brain with donor tissue 
from Yegor. The two men both occu-
py the mind of Cole each controlling 
half their body and are then forced 
to reconcile their differences being 
capitalistic and communistic ways to 
find Tatoya.

I’m purposely leaving out some of the 
finer plot details because I want all of 
to go out and watch this little number 
yourselves. It is a fine piece of cin-
ematic production filmed in a lovely 
80s quality filmography, awkward 
situations, and plenty of odd twists. 
I am going to give it 3 mail order Rus-
sian brides out of 5. 

The following is a series of messages encrypted with ciphers and nested 
within one another. As you solve each layer, hints for solving the next will 
be revealed. Spaces and punctuation have been preserved to keep things 
easy. Remember, there’s more than one way to skin a matryoshka doll! 
The first layer is encrypted by a shift cipher- each letter has been rotat-
ed by a fixed number of letters in the alphabet. The sentences are also 
conveniently spaced for your problemsolving needs and enjoyment.
 

AOL ZLJVUK SHFLY PZ LUJYFWALK IF H CPNLULYL JPWOLY. AOPZ PZ ZPTPSHY 

AV H ZOPMA JPWOLY, IBA AOL YVAHAPVU HWWSPLK JOHUNLZ HMALY 

LHJO SLAALY. OLYL, AOL WHAALYU YLWLHAZ HMALY AOYLL JOHYHJALYZ.

BTJ NUSIX QIKJZ UX MZHZKUBQI JK F AGGAFNBGYQAS KUUPQW. MHJZK 

QMFYMD NA DJXXFKQI EUYP MSWFMMD QMFYMD FKOTZPNVS YW M WIZ-

IWY QWAPCB YINQM.

BGCULW JMXU. YHEGXC BPSXQJ IBU JDOHOU, CUTJ DI E ONUQ LI FLGOADD-

SL HP SLH. NFH EXJ IQSL DI PBLI ETRL TQ LTMOI EXJ IQGYXNODUB WTA DINF.

Matroyshka Doll By John Earnest ~ Daily Bull

they spent New Year’s Eve. For most 
people, all this means is getting intoxi-
cated again. At this school, we know 
that you probably woke up drunk and 
just kept on drinking.

So, how many of you will be just sitting 
around being bored, how many of you 
will be playing WoW, how many of you 
will be able to keep the abusing your 
liver resolution, and how many of you 
will be spending your year smooching 
on someone?  

And how many of you will be spend-
ing your year in a club in Detroit, get-
ting a little frisky with a sailor? Please 
New Year’s fairy; make all our wildest, 
drunken dreams come true!


